
FAST DRYING

EXCELLENT THIXOTROPY

ADHESION ON ABS EDGES

ONE PACK WATERBASED 
CONVERTER

        415-0042/20          Clear
415-9042/20        White
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This 20 gloss topcoat, to be applied by spray, is available in white and clear version, and can 
be tinted with the WB pastes 445-XX60 up to 10%. 

415-XX42/20 has an excellent thixotropy and holds very well on the edges. 
It is suitable to coat items of any kind of shape, also those characterized by a complex 
geometry, balancing the vertical hold with the leveling. 
It has high build and a smooth touch.
The best characteristic is the adhesion on multiple materials. In fact a thorough research on 
the binders has led to a formula that has adhesion on various kinds of ABS edges in addition 
to wooden and wood composite surfaces. 

This converter can be applied also directly on sanded melamine paper, with no need to use 
primer, additives or crosslinkers.

The new generation of matting system has improved the resistance to nail polishing to a 
level which is comparable to a 2K product. 

Another advantage is the drying speed which let stack in short time and let increase the 
output with a consequent increase in productivity. 
The drying in forced air tunnel is possible and does not cause uneven distribution of the 
matting agent. 
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COLORS:     CLEAR, WHITE
PRODUCT SECTOR:   INTER IOR FURNISHING
APPLICATION SYSTEM:   SPRAY
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